
Austria’s Deep Tyranny Expands As People Are Hired To ‘Hunt Down Vaccine
Refusers’

Description

AUSTRIA: Austria, the birthplace of Adolph Hitler, is reverting back to the harshest authoritarianism it
has experienced since WWII. You will take the experimental mRNA injection or else you will be hunted
down, fined, jailed or exiled from society. Citizens are taking to the streets by the tens of thousands to
protest. ? TN Editor

The Austrian government is hiring people to “hunt down vaccine refusers,” according to a report
published by Blick.

Yes, really.

The burden for enforcing the fines unjabbed Austrians will have to pay as part of their punishment will
fall to their employers, necessitating a new army of ‘inspectors’ to ensure that process is running
smoothly.

The city of Linz, which is home to 200,000 inhabitants, has a relatively low vaccination rate of 63 per
cent.

In response, “Linz now wants to hire people who are supposed to hunt down vaccine refusers,” reports
Swiss news outlet Blick.

The role of the inspectors will be to check on “whether those who do not get vaccinated really pay for
it.”

The vaccine refusenik hunters will receive a wage of 2774 euros, which will be paid 14 times a year,
making an annual income of 38,863 euros.

Nice work if you can get it.

“The job includes, among other things, the creation of penal orders as well as the processing of
appeals,” according to the report, adding that workers need to be “resilient” and willing to work a lot of
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https://www.blick.ch/ausland/wegen-impfpflicht-ab-februar-oesterreich-sucht-angestellte-die-impf-verweigerer-jagen-id17087556.html


overtime.

The jobs are only open to Austrian citizens, all of whom will either have to be vaccinated against or
fully recovered from COVID.

As we previously highlighted, the unvaccinated in Austria could find themselves imprisoned for a year
under a new administrative law that would force them to pay for their own internment.

Austrians who don’t get vaccinated by February face fines of up to €7,200 ($8,000) for non-
compliance, and those who refuse to pay would also face a 12 month jail sentence.
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https://summit.news/2021/12/10/unvaxxed-in-austria-could-be-imprisoned-for-a-year/

